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GET CREATIVE

2 WEEKS

PREPARATION
NEEDED

PALLET 
CHRISTMAS 
TREE

AIM
Transform an old pallet into a Christmas 
tree, that will make a perfect addition to 
the decorations at your home or
Church.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
>  Pallet (or similar   >  Nails
  wood)        >  Wood Stain 
>  Saw            (Green & Brown)
>  Tape Measure    >  Paintbrush
>  Pencil        >  Coloured 
>  Glue            Cardboard 
>>  Hammer
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This activity should be supervised by a leader 
familiar with DIY. Please take care when using 
saws, hammers etc. Take care of the space 
you are using and ensure good ventilation 
when using the wood stain. 

KEEPING 
EVERYONE SAFE

  1  Carefully dismantle a pallet, making sure to not damage the wood or catch yourself on any 
   nails. If you don’t have a pallet, other wood could be used for this activity. You may need to 
   sand the wood to make it suitable to be used for the rest of the activity. 

  2  Decide how tall your Christmas tree is going to be. 5-7 layers of pallet is ideal. Place the strips 
   of pallet on the floor, and draw a large triangle (Christmas tree shape) onto the wood. This will 
   help determine how wide each strip of pallet should be cut to. A tall but narrow tree is best. Try 
      to make sure all the lines are straight.

  3  Using a saw, cut each pallet piece to the desired length. You’ll also need to cut the ends of 
   each pallet, to make the angled triangle shape. 

  4  You’ll need a plank of wood to use as the trunk (where all the pallet strips will be attached to). 
   Either use a piece from the dismantled pallet or use a 2x4 piece of timber. This will need to be 
   cut to a suitable length (top of your pallet tree to 15-20cm beyond the bottom). 

  5  Stain the pallet wood (tree branches) using green wood stain. You may also want to stain the 
      wood being used for the trunk a brown colour. This will then need time to dry, so this activity is 
   ideally delivered over two weeks. 

  6  Lay the piece of pallet into your Christmas tree shape, ensuring each layer overlaps with the 
   layer above it. Starting from the bottom, nail the top centre of each tree branch onto the ‘trunk’. 
   Take your time with this so you don’t split the wood. 

  7  Create a star from coloured (yellow / gold) cardboard and stick this to the top of the tree. 

  8  The pallet Christmas tree is now ready to be displayed. These can be pushed into soil 
      (outdoors), placed in flower pots or leant against walls. Alternatively, you could also use some 
   leftover wood to create a base for the tree, making it self-standing.  

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

A leader will need to gather the equipment needed to create the pallet Christmas tree and ensure a suitable 

area is set up for the activity. It would be ideal for a leader to test the activity beforehand, so they are confident 

with the instructions.  

GET CREATIVE: PALLET CHRISTMAS TREE

LEADER PREPARATION

THEME: WORKING AS A TEAM

Consider adding decorations to the tree, either by painting 
it or attaching ornaments / lights to the tree.   

IDEAS TO TAKE 
THIS FURTHER...


